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Figure 1: Mask expansion for a 4K frame. On the left, the input frame (top) and an input mask (bottom). In the center, the
expanded masks, with Primatte (top), with our method (bottom), obtained with a similar working time. On the right, the
respective expandedmasks used inkeying. The background color is pushedup tohighlight the issueswithPrimatte’s expanded
mask. Frame is from the production of Secret×Heroine Phantomirage! ©T,O/PM,TX.

ABSTRACT
Masks are heavily used in image and video processing, particularly
in the context of green screen keying. Designing good masks is a
difficult task that involves painting over small details of images.
Usually, only a rough mask is created. We propose an algorithm to
expand such a mask, using color similarity. Our approach is fast,
even on 4K images, and compares favorably with standard tools
used in keying.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Masks are a crucial tool in production. They are heavily used in
image and video processing to control algorithms and merge their
results. In green screen keying, the compositing artist might provide
a so called in-mask which contains pixels that must be preserved.
They must not be considered as green screen or mixed with the
green screen. In alpha matting, it is traditional to provide a trimask
in input, that is a mask indicating known pixels from either back-
ground or foreground and unknown pixels. The problem is then
to compute for each unknown pixel an alpha blending of a color
attributed to background and one attributed to foreground.

As much as they are important and used in production, designing
good masks is a tedious task. The design of a good mask requires
the drawing of fine details on the input frame. It becomes infeasible
when we consider a video, where drawing by hand detailed mask
is far too demanding to be reasonable to tackle.

In the alpha matting algorithm presented in [Gastal and Oliveira
2010], a first step is to expand the mask by pixel similarity. For
each pixel outside the mask, the algorithm looks in a given radius
for a pixel belonging to the mask with a color difference below a
given threshold. The justification behind this approach is that the
expansion of the mask is faster than performing the alpha matting
for all the unknown pixels.
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Although this step greatly improves the computation time and
the quality of the results in the original paper, we found out that
it was scaling poorly for large pictures that we typically use in
production. A higher resolution image requires a larger search
radius, which means more pixels comparisons as we may intersect
more pixels from the mask. In the case of green screen keying, we
would like to draw by hand a small mask that is expanded further
than what it was designed for in the original paper.

In this abstract, we propose a new approach to expand masks,
based on color distributions [Aksoy et al. 2016]. Using color distribu-
tions removes the need to compare to specific pixels from the mask.
Each unknown pixel in a given radius around the mask is compared
to the color distributions only. Because we do not compare to spe-
cific pixels from the mask, we can use a distance transform to find
candidates from the unknown pixels, which improves the search
part of the mask expansion. Using a limited number of color dis-
tributions, typically under 10, the number of color comparisons is
also reduced compared to the naive approach. Both improvements
reduce drastically the computation time and make the mask expan-
sion usable in practical applications (4K frames) such as production
green screen keying.

2 ALGORITHM
As an input, we consider a frame in the RGB color space with a
binary mask with value 0 for pixels outside of the mask and 1 for
pixels inside the mask (Figure 1, first column). The algorithm visits
the unknown pixels that are potential candidates to be included in
the mask (subsection 2.1) and determine the distance to the pixel
color similarity with the colors in the original mask (subsection 2.2).
If the similarity is below a given threshold, then the pixel is added
to the mask.

2.1 Distance to mask
Before comparing the color of an unknown pixel to the pixels inside
the mask, we check the distance to the mask. To perform this query
efficiently, we first construct a distance transform using [Borgefors
1986]. To prevent the mixing of pixels from different regions, we
visit the unknown pixels in a breadth first approach. We add the
direct unknown neighbors to the pixel in the mask to a queue. Then,
when the first pixel from the queue is decided to be in the mask,
we add its unknown neighbors to the queue.

2.2 Color similarity
Ideally, we would compare the unknown pixels’ colors to every
pixel from the mask. Unfortunately, when the mask is somewhat
large, it is too heavy to compute efficiently.

To reduce the number of comparisons, we represent the pixels’
colors in the mask with a limited number of color distributions [Ak-
soy et al. 2016], the number of which being left as a parameter
to the user. To obtain N color distributions, we use the k-means
algorithm to separate the colors into N sets. Then we compute the
means and covariance matrices of each set.

In [Aksoy et al. 2016], the distance between a pixel’s color and a
color distribution is given as the squared Mahalanobis distance:

dM (c, µ, Σ) = (c − µ)T Σ−1(c − µ),

where c is the pixel’s color, µ the mean of the distribution and
Σ its covariance matrix. This distance involves the inverse of the
covariance matrix of the distribution, which means that the maxi-
mum distance to a distribution can be huge. It makes this distance
cumbersome to use and hard to predict for compositing artists. To
tackle this issue, we use the Euclidean distance in RGB space, but
we apply a scaling factor based on the covariance matrix:

d(c, µ, Σ) = ∥exp(−Σ) · (c − µ)∥2 .

When the covariance matrix is close to zero, this distance behaves
like the Euclidean distance in the color space. As the covariance
matrix grows, the space around µ will shrink and more pixels will
fall under the threshold.

3 RESULTS
3.1 Time improvement over the naive

expansion
The naive mask expansion approach consists in looking in a given
radius to find a pixel that closely matches the unknown pixel. Be-
cause the frames we consider are large, it requires a large search
radius, which makes this approach computationally costly. We com-
pared the expansion of the same mask on a 4K video frame, using
both our method and the naive one. Although the two expanded
masks are of similar quality, our method took 2 seconds of compu-
tation, whereas the naive approach took above 10 minutes.

3.2 Quality comparison to a commercial
keying tool

We compare our mask expansion with the commercial Nuke plugin
Primatte (see Figure 1). It is an efficient keyer used in movie and
tv production. Among many possibilities, it provides an in-mask
from the keying input. Primatte being efficient, a possible use for
these masks is to plug them into another keying node as a good first
approximation of the masks to refine them. Compared to our mask
expansion technique, it is more prone to noise, adding specks of
false positive in the mask, which requires extra steps to clean up. It
also sometimes leaves holes in the mask which need to be then filled
manually. Overall, our approach, being tailored for mask expansion,
allows to create mask of good quality with fewer interactions than
Primatte, which remains a tool with much broader capabilities.

4 CONCLUSION
We presented in this abstract an efficient and powerful algorithm to
expand masks based on color distributions. In this task, our mask
expander compares favorably to Primatte, a standard Nuke plugin
for keying. It can be used on large images and is thus fit for a
production context.
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